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Data from Ga (Kwa, Niger-Congo) show that the traditional distinction between count 
and mass nouns is an insufficient tool for describing the semantics of common nouns 
(CNs) across languages. I argue for three types of CNs in Ga: (1) singular and plural 
count nouns, (2) mass nouns, and (3) intermediate type of nouns with mixed 
properties. Crucially, one of the main evidences for the existence of the intermediate 
type of nouns is an interesting interaction between CNs and exclusive particles that to 
my knowledge has not been discussed in the literature yet. 
DATA 1 → COUNT, MASS, INTERMEDIATE NOUNS IN GA Whereas, mass and count 
nouns in Ga behave in a standard way, intermediate nouns have properties of both 
count and mass nouns: (a) like count nouns, they can be combined with numerals 
without the use of classifiers, but (b) like mass nouns, they cannot be pluralized to 
refer to a cumulation of the NP-entities (cf. (1)). Consequently, from (2) it does not 
follow whether Lisa ate one potatoe or more. In this sense intermediate nouns are 
number-neutral. 

(1) Lisa ye atomo enyɔ nyɛ         (2) Lisa ye  atomo nyɛ 

 Lisa eat potatoe two yesterday   Lisa eat potatoe yesterday 

 ‘Lisa ate two potatoes yesterday.’   ‘Lisa ate potatoe(s) yesterday.’ 

DATA 2 → EXCLUSIVES IN GA There are (a) basic (kome, too, pɛ) and (b) complex ex- 
clusives (kome pɛ, kome too) in Ga. Interestingly, the crucial differences in their 
semantics start being visible when they modify different types of CNs. 
DATA 3A → MASS NOUNS AND EXCLUSIVES Kome pɛ cannot modify mass nouns, 
whereas kome too can: 

(3) Lisa ye yɔɔ *kome pɛ/ kome too nyɛ. 

 Lisa eat bean PART PART yesterday. 

 ‘Lisa ate only beans yesterday.’ 

DATA 3B → INTERMEDIATE NOUNS AND EXCLUSIVES Both kome pɛ and kome too can 
modify intermediate nouns. However, they give rise to different semantic effects: 

(4) Lisa ye atomo (a) kome pɛ/ (b) kome too nyɛ. 

 Lisa eat potatoe(s) (a) PART (b) PART yesterday. 

 ‘Lisa ate (a) only 1 potatoe potatoe/(b) only potatoe(s) yesterday.’ 



DATA 3C → SINGULAR COUNT NOUNS AND EXCLUSIVES Both kome too and kome pɛ 
can modify singular count nouns. They give rise to the same semantic effect: 

(5) Lisa yɛ nyemii yoo kome pɛ/ kome too. 

 L. have sibling woman PART PART 

 ‘Lisa has only 1 sister’. 

Crucially, Lisa can also have brothers (but the number of sisters that she has is one.) 
ANALYSIS 1 → CNS IN GÃ Following Krifka (1995) and Wilhelm (2008), I assume 
that there is a function OU in the denotation of numerals that accesses singularities in 
the CNs denotations, e.g.: [[seven]] = λPλx[P(x)&OU(x) = 7]. I propose a standard 
semantics for count nouns in the line of Link (1983): count nouns denote the 
sublattice structures. Mass nouns denote a semilattice structure without the atomic 
elements (Link (1983), Krifka (1989), Landman (1989), Wilhelm (2008)). By contrast, 
intermediate nouns are number-neutral and hence they are modelled with the use of a 
full semilattice structure containing atoms and all the pluralities formed from them 
{ a,b,c,a ⊕ b,b ⊕ c,a ⊕ c,a ⊕ b ⊕ c}. Since all the elements in their denotation are 
compressed of discrete (atomic) entities, they are subject to counting by means of the 
OU function denoted by numerals. Intermediate nouns can refer to atomic individuals 
because they are present in their denotation. Moreover, they do not have to be 
pluralized in order to refer to the plural individuals because they are also present in 
their denotation. 
ANALYSIS 2 → EXCLUSIVES Kome is analysed as a choice function (CF) from sets of 
individuals that picks a unique individual from any non-empty set in its domain. The 
output of the CF must be an atomic element. Both pɛ and too are exclusives: (a) pɛ is 
analysed as a generalized quantifier: [[pɛ]] = λPλQ∀(x)[Q(x) → P(x)], whereas (b) too 
is an exclusive that in addition works as a group forming operator ‘↑’, which maps a 
sum onto an atomic group individual (Landman (1996), Schwarzschild (1991)). 
ANALYSIS 3A ⇒ MASS NOUNS Since all the elements in the denotation of mass nouns 
are compressed of non-discrete (non-atomic) entities, no element can be picked up by 
the CF function denoted by kome. For the same reason mass nouns cannot be modified 
by kome pɛ. By contrast in kome too: ‘↑’ denoted by too maps sums onto atomic group 
individuals that can be picked up by the CF denoted by kome: 

(6) yɔɔ too : {↑ (a ⊕ b),↑ (b ⊕ c),↑ (a ⊕ c),↑ (a ⊕ b ⊕ c)} ≈ — too maps sums onto 
group individuals; CF denoted by kome (in yɔɔ kome too) picks up one of them 

ANALYSIS 3B ⇒ INTERMEDIATE NOUNS Since all the elements in the denotation of 
intermediate nouns are compressed of discrete (atomic) entities, they can be modified 
byboth kome pɛ and kome too. After applying pɛ and too we obtain the following 
structures: 

(7) atomo pɛ: {a,b,c,a ⊕ b,a ⊕ c,b ⊕ c,a ⊕ b ⊕ c} ≈ only fish 



(8) atomo too: {↑ (a),↑ (b),↑ (c),↑ (a ⊕ b),↑ (a ⊕ c),↑ (b ⊕ c),↑ (a ⊕ b ⊕ c)} ≈ 
groups of fish only (too works as ‘↑’) 

From structure in (7), the CF denoted by kome can pick up only entities of cardinality 
1 (atomic entites). Hence, from (4a) it follows that Lisa ate only 1 potatoe. From 
structure in (8), by contrast, the CF can pick up any group of any cardinality. Thus 
from (4b) it does not follow how many potatoes Lisa ate. 
ANALYSIS 3C ⇒ SINGULAR COUNT NOUNS Kome, like standard numerals, generate 
Horn’s scale. After applying too and pɛ to the singular count noun we obtain: 

(9) nyemii yoo pɛ: {a,b,c} 

(10) nyemii yoo too: {↑ (a),↑ (b),↑ (c)}  

From both structures the CF denoted by kome can pick up only elements of cardinality 
1. Hence in both cases Horn’s scale is generated. Thus the excluded alternatives are of 
the form 2 sisters, 3 sisters, etc. 
CONSEQUENCES AND OUTLOOK There are three types of CNs in Ga: (1) count, (2) 
mass, and (3) intermediate nouns. Moreover, CNs in Ga interact in an unexpected way 
with exclusive particles. 
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